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World Leaders Fail At G20 Australia
Summary:
The Main Game was all but ignored. A great opportunity to change the way economies and finance
systems operate was missed. Politicians are working in the interests of powerful corporate interests.
People need to become informed and then take appropriate action.
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Behold - The New World ... Odour
Having sniffed around the remains of the Brisbane G20 we have discovered that the New World ......
Odour is getting pretty difficult to coverup. So just what smells so bad around our noble leaders and
their plans for our world? Warning: An understanding of Shadow Politics may assist the full
appreciation of the following information.
As we feared, G20 Brisbane was indeed a talk-fest producing motherhood statements aplenty (see
articles below in comments section). Most of the resulting communique is a rehash of previous deals
and in fact the bulk of issues were settled well before the meeting / performance. The leaders could
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have logged in via Skype and got much the same result - at a fraction of the massive cost to
taxpayers.

The leaders basically put up a smokescreen expecting us to be fooled yet again.

Let's be blunt..!! There are some pretty simple ways to improve the lives of billions of people. The
key issues needing genuine attention and reform are "The Main Game." Other lesser issues are
simply a diversion - as is the media circus we are exposed to daily. Politicians, powerful finance
sector players and the mainstream media do not want you to be aware of the simplicity and
importance of the Main Game being honestly and properly sorted out. At the recent G20 gathering
these issues were either ignored or just paid lip service.
People will eventually realise that there are parasites amongst us who are sucking the life blood out
of most of us every single day - at every opportunity. This is why it is so often a struggle to look after
ourselves and our families. This is why many of us go through life with mental anguish and stress
rather than serenity and a relaxed well-being.
The promise of capitalism was a better life with less hours needing to be worked to supply the needs
we all have. It could have been so except for the powerful middlemen who want their cut out of
everything that we do. The form of "capitalism" we endure is known as Crony Capitalism or
Corporate Capitalism. It is a corrupted form of doing business where big government colludes with
big business against the interests of the people.
The Main Game involves taking genuine action to lock in protections and reform related
to:
1. True Freedom for all citizens via a commitment to fundamental inalienable Human Rights,
Responsibilities and norms of civilised behaviour. Norms which serve to prevent the use of force,
fraud and coercion in interactions between people, businesses and governments.
2. Corporate Law Reform
3. Reform of the Banking and Finance System
4. Tax Reform
5. Environmental Law Reform
Five key issues. Very simple. Easily achieved (with goodwill, understanding and a genuine
commitment). And yet .... it all just seems too hard for our leaders. Why? Because our leaders are
working an agenda that goes in the wrong direction on all these - a direction harmful to the vast
majority of people - a direction that suits powerful corporate players and their associated support
networks.
We don't care what a leader says. We don't care if they are "Right" or "Left." We don't care if they
identify as Progressive or Conservative. This is all just smoke and mirrors folks. If we want real
reform we must take responsibility. There are very few politicians with the knowledge, guts or
decency to seriously tackle the parasites who are gradually stealing our freedom, time, labour and
money.
There are even fewer politicians that deserve "rock star" adulation. Pollies are packaged and sold to
us by advertising companies (did we mention that reform of political donations and advertising is
also critical for the health of our Democracy?) What you see is not what you get. There is the stated
reason for policies and actions and then there is the real reason - usually very different.
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Never forget: Any crisis - whether genuine or manufactured - will be used by
unscrupulous politicians and interest groups to progress an agenda that is against the
best interests of the people.
This includes GFC style financial turmoil, terror activities and even humanitarian crises. During times
of trouble pay close attention to what our leaders do - not what they say. You will find at every
opportunity governments will divert billions of dollars to powerful vested interest groups. At present
this almost always will be the finance sector and the military-industrial complex. The players in these
groups benefit when governments act in response to almost any turmoil in the world. Turmoil and
distress is very profitable. Just follow where your taxes - and additional government debt - is being
diverted and you'll get the picture. Sit down before you look at how much taxpayer money goes to
repay interest on government debts owed to the private bankers of the world. You will very quickly
see why we need Bank Reform ..... Now..!
Websites For More Information: G20's Major Commitment To Nothing Much New
http://www.smh.com.au/business/g20/g20s-major-commitment-to-nothing-muchnew-20141117-11ocsg.html
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